
DMIX INTERNATIONAL STANDARD TRANSPORTER FOR DEAD BODY 4P
MOUNTED ON IVECO DAILY 35C15VH H2 WHEEL BASE 3950MM, CAPACITY: 15.6 M   OR SIMILAR VAN3

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
COMPARTMENTS FOR NO. 4 DEAD BODIES TRANSPORTATION

 The compartment will be insulated with good insulation, in polyurethane foam, floor covered with steel sheet, 
inside lamp 220 V. 

 The rear doors will be locked, insulated in polyurethane foam, covered by stainless steel.
 There will be a step on rear doors, for facilities the access on van.
 The tables for dead bodies are covered by stainless steel
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 The internal working temperature will be from -5°C to + 4° C with special sensor for temperature, with alarm and
temperature indicator inside driver cab.

 The refrigeration system can operate also with external electrical source (220V).
 The refrigeration system will be with suitable automatic defrost, with defrosted water flow that exit outside the 

van through an hose.
 This compartment will be equipped with electrical light for to have enough light.

ACCESSORIES
 Electronic siren and speaker. 
 Two rotary roof beacons
 Projector light one above the sliding door and one above the rear door. 
 3 KGS Fire extinguisher on the driver cabin. 
 Drivers hand book in English for each vehicle.
 Dual workshop and spare parts catalogues in English language.
 Dead bodies vehicle will be paint clear white and fluorescent red strip around it.
 N° 4 dead bodies transportation trolley, fixed inside the compartment.

WARRANTY
 1 Year of Warranty

This images are only for information, The manufacturer reserves the right to modify drawings and dimensions without prior
notice, but keeping unchanged the technical specifications required by customer
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